
 
 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

DETAILING SUCCESS INKS PARTNERSHIP WITH TOP DETAILING PRODUCTS MANUFACTURER P&S SALES 

Duo to Demonstrate Innovative Car Care Lines at SEMA Next Week 

BIG BEAR LAKE, CA November 2, 2015  Renny Doyle, owner of Detailing Success Automotive & Aircraft Training 

& Knowledge Center in Big Bear Lake, CA, and leader of the prestigious Air Force One Detailing Team, announces 

he has partnered with longtime friend and colleague Bob Philips, president of P&S Sales, to endorse the P&S 

detail ing products brand. Doyle, along with several members of his esteemed “Detail Mafia” and AFO team will 

join Phillips in booth #13019 at SEMA in Las Vegas next week (Nov.3-6) where they will debut their partnership and 

demonstrate many of P&S’ high end product l ines, especially those for advance 

paint correction & protection and polishes.  

Phil lips, who is a member of Doyle’s AFO team, took over P&S Sales from his father 

Bil l Phillips, who started the successful detailing product development company 50 

years ago.  

Doyle has been testing and using the P&S line for a couple of years on his many 

nationwide detailing projects, and teamed up with the company in August as the 

exclusive detailers and detailing product providers at the 24th Annual Gordon 

McCall Motorworks Revival Event in Monterey, CA.  

"My career in detailing has introduced to me to many innovative thinkers who 

genuinely want to develop products that clean and protect automotive paint while improving the detailing process 

for skilled technicians,” says Doyle. “I take the testing and use of products in the field very seriously before making 

a decision on whether I trust them on the prominent jobs I am involved with; but I have been using P&S products 

for a while now and I am confident they perform to the high level of quality I demand. Sometimes you just know 

when something is right and I can’t wait to showcase P&S products to the world." 

Doyle is also hosting a Cigar & Spirits Social at Rhumbar during SEMA in Las Vegas Wednesday, November 4 at 7:30 

p.m. Doyle and Phillips will share their experiences in the detailing industry over fine cigars and drinks of choice.  

For more information about Detailing Success and P&S Sales, and their exhibition at SEMA, please contact Diane 

Doyle at Detailing Success at (909) 366-0909 or Bob Phillips at P&S Sales at (501) 333-5095. 


